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STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the application of the error of constitutive

law method to the updating of large FE models of space structures using FRF exper-

imental results. First, we briefly recall the theoretical basis of this method in modal

and frequency approaches. Then, the notion of visibility is introduced to improve the

modelling of localization error and the quality of modal updating, for low frequencies.

Finally we propose a global strategy and discuss the results we obtained on satellite

JASON2.

1 Introduction

During the launch of a satellite, the level of
excitation is very high. However, the security
margins must be reduced in order to remain
competitive. So CNES is concerned with
the problem of Finite Element Model (FEM)
updating in lower frequency to ensure that
numerical simulations are predictive enough
to maintain a high reliability of spacecraft
structures. This problem has been a sub-
ject of intense research over the past twenty
years, but the introduced methods are still
hard to apply on industrial structures. Usu-
ally, the validation of a numerical dynamical
model is performed by comparing numerical
eigendata or Frequency Response Functions
(FRF) with natural data measured from sine-
sweep base excitation vibration tests. In
FEM analysis, it is usual to make simplifying

assumptions, in the modelling of joints for ex-
ample, or to neglect some phenomena, such
as contact between structures. Therefore,
the purpose of modal updating is to mod-
ify parameters (such as mass, stiffness and
damping of sub-structures or connections be-
tween components) in the numerical model
in order to obtain better agreement between
numerical and experimental data. To select
erroneous parameters, a localization criterion
is applied. It should be noted that the con-
ditioning of the updating inverse problem is
deteriorated when the number of erroneous
parameters is too large or when the number
of sensors is not large enough. That’s why
a sensitivity Monte Carlo analysis is used to
remove non-significant parameters. Finally,
the udapting process is assumed to be correct
when the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC)
is accurate enough.
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The modelling of error localization uses
the existing error of constitutive law. In par-
ticular, the applicability of such a method to
large industrial test cases such as JASON2
is adressed. In order to improve the qual-
ity of modal updating of the low frequency
behaviour, a comparison between FRF and
modal approaches of the error of constitu-
tive law is made. Error location is exten-
sively studied in the case of the dynamical
behaviour of a clamped structure, with realis-
tic limitations in order to find a better linear
equivalent model. Design variables are typi-
cally thickness of panels and section or num-
ber of beams. Particular attention is paid
to automatic selection of relevant parameters
during updating in order to keep the sensitiv-
ity matrix well-conditioned and to obtain an
accurate solution for parameters fitting.

2 Basics on error of con-

stitutive law methods

The classical problem of linear elastodynam-
ics to modelize a structure, which occupies
a domain Ω of R

3, is to find a displacement
field u kinematically admissible (K.A.) and a
stress σ such as

∀v K.A. ,

∫

Ω

fvdΩ =
∫

Ω

tr
(

σ(u)ε(v)
)

dΩ −

∫

Ω

ρ
∂2u

∂t2
vdΩ,

where ρ is the mass density and ε(.) stands
for the linearized strain tensor. The mate-
rial constitutive law is σ(u) = Hε(u). In
sine-sweep base forced vibration, boundary
conditions are given, on a part Γ of ∂Ω, by

∂u

∂t
(., t) = 0 u(., t) = −

a

ω2
sin(ωt)

The associated discrete problem reads

[K]u + iω[D]u − ω2[M]u = F (1)

where [K], [D] and [M] are respectively the
stiffness, damping and mass matrices. For
spacecraft structures, the damping is con-
sidered as small enough to use the so-called
Basile hypothesis : [D] = α[K] + β[M].
Then, all these matrices depend on geometric

and mechanical parameters (sections, thick-
nesses, Young modulus, Poisson ratio and
density).

The Constitutive Relation Error (CRE)
was initially proposed by Ladavèze et al in
the early 1980’s as an error estimator for
FEM [3]. An extended version was described
by Chouaki et al [1] in order to update mass,
stiffness, and damping properties using the
FRF data. In [?] is introduced a distance
between two admissible displacement fields
u and v in order to compare two different
dynamical models of Ω. This distance in ma-
terial constitutive law reads

d(u, v)2 =

∫

Ω

tr
(

CL(u, v)H−1CL(u, v)
)

dΩ

where CL(u, v) = σ(u) − Hε(v).
In the industrial framework, we have a

discrete numerical model of the structure and
the measured data are a set of eigenmodes
{ω2

k , uk}k or a set of displacement fields
{uω}ω∈[ωmin,ωmax]. Let us remark that these
eigenvectors or displacement fields are only
given at a few nodes of the mesh, more pre-
cisely where the sensors are located. So, the
first step of the updating is to ”expand” the
measures to the full set of mesh nodes. In
the case of an eigenmode {ω2

k , uk} this ex-
pansion, say uk , is the displacement field,
denoted below by u, which minimizes the fol-
lowing function over the admissible displace-
ments set

Jk(u, v, w) = γ
2 (u − v)t[K](u − v)

+ 1−γ
2 (u − w)tω2

k[M](u − w)
+ (πu − uk)t[K]π(πu − uk)

under the constraint [K]v = ω2
k[M]w.

(2)
In this equation, πu denotes the restriction
of u to the measured DOFs (sensors), while
[K]π is the corresponding restriction of the
rigidity matrix. Moreover, γ is a scalar pa-
rameter which value is generally taken as 0.5.

Remark 2.1. Let φk be the kth-numerical
mode: [K]φk = ω2

k[M]φk . Clearly,
if ωk = ωk and uk = φk, then
Jk(φk, φk, φk) = 0 and uk = φk , as-
sociated with vk = wk = φk , is solution
of the previous minimization problem.
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For FRF data with damping, the expen-
sion of uω is obtained by minimizing

Jω(u, v, w) = γ
2 (u − v)t

[

[K] + Tω2[D]
]

(u − v)

+ 1−γ
2 (u − w)tω2[M](u − w)

+ (πu − uω)t[G]π(πu − uω)

such that [K]v + iω[D]v − ω2[M]w = F

(3)
where

[G]π =
γ

2
[[K]π +Tω2[D]π

]

+
1 − γ

2
ω2[M]π ,

scalar T being a characteristic time, taken as
the time length of measures for example.

Then, the updating problem belongs to
the large class of inverse problems. To solve
it, we assume that modelization errors are
located where error of constitutive law is the
highest. That’s why an iterative algorithm
is used, for which each iteration needs two
steps: error location and correction. For this,
we use a local indicator on each sub-structure
of Ω, say Ωi , which reads

ξ2
i =

1

m

∑

k≤m

[

∑

eli∈Ωi

ξ2
λk,eli

]

,

in which eli stands for the finite elements be-
longing to Ωi , the elementary terms being

ξ2
λk,eli

= γ
2 (uk − vk)t[K]eli(uk − vk)

+ 1−γ
2 ω2

k(uk − wk)t[M]eli(uk − wk)

ξi can be normalized by the total energy on
Ω, the local energy or the volume of Ωi .
A drawback of total energy normalization
is that sub-structures with relatively small
modeling errors but containing a large part
of total structural energy may be associated
with an indicator ξi much greater than a re-
ally erroneous sub-structure. For example, it
can be the case when the number of sensors is
relatively small. Then, the residual energy is
spread over the structure and correctly mod-
eled sub-structures with high energy may still
be localized as erroneous.

The parameter correction process is typi-
cally performed by solving the non-linear op-
timization problem around (uk, vk, wk) solu-

tions of (2)

minp∈Pj

∑

k
γ
2 (uk − vk)t[K](p)(uk − vk)

+ 1−γ
2 (uk − wk)tω2

k[M](p)(uk − wk)
+(πuk − uk)t[K]π(p)(πuk − uk)

(4)
where the sum is taken on all eigenmodes. p

is a vector of active parameters, belonging to
the set Pj defined at the jth localization step.
In a same way, for (u, v, w) solutions of (3),
the minimization problem reads

minp∈Pj

∑

ωk

1−γ
2 (u − w)tω2

k[M](p)(u − w)

+γ
2 (u − v)t

[

[K](p) + Tω2
k[D](p)

]

(u − v)
+(πu − uω)t[G]π(p)(πu − uω)

(5)
the sum being taken over the set of frequen-
cies ωk which are identified with FRF in
[ωmin, ωmax]. It is important to note that the
extended CRE formulation does not require
a a priori pairing between analytical and ex-
perimental eigemodes. It is worth noticing
that this last method has been tested only
for small academic problems and not for in-
dustrial structures, such as JASON2.

3 Sub-structure visibility

This section deals with a generalization of
visibility notion, introduced in [4]. Let us
just remark that this quantity was intro-
duced in the static case whereas we develop it
for dynamics. For a given FEM, let n be the
number of DOFs of the mesh, ni the num-
ber of DOFs of sub-structure i, nc the num-
ber of measured DOFs and nss the number
of sub-structures. Then we introduce space
F i, containing load vectors applied to DOFs
of sub-structure i: more precisely, F i is a
ni-dimensional subspace of R

n, spanned by
”unit vector fields” which values are 1 for one
DOF of sub-structure i and 0 for all the oth-
ers. Similarly, we define space Fc, associated
with loads applied to the measured DOFs:
here again, Fc is spanned by ”unit vectors”
which values are 1 for one measured DOF
and 0 for all the others. So it is clearly nc-
dimensional. Now, let us introduce space U i

of displacements due to any loading on ith-
sub-structure. Therefore, U i is the image of
F i by [K]−1.
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Our goal is to measure the sensors capa-
bility to localize defaults in material consti-
tutive law on any sub-structure. In this re-
spect, we introduce space Uck such that

[Z]k(Uck) = Fc ⊂ R
n ,

with [Z]k := [K] − ω2
k[M]. So Uck can be

seen as set of displacement fields for which
sensors are excited, in the case of the kth-
eigenmode. A measure of the visibility of
sub-structure i for mode k is linked with the
capability of space U i to be properly repre-
sented by space Uck. For practical reasons,
we denote by [Uck] a matrix which columns
are vectors of R

n generating a basis of space
Uck: so [Uck] is a rectangular matrix. Sim-
ilarly, [Fc] is matrix of the unit vectors in
each measured DOF (sensor). By definition
of Uck, we have: [Z]k[Uck] = [Fc]. Let
us recall that matrix [Z]k is singular. So
column q of [Uck], say [Uck]q, is such that
[Z]k[Uck]q = [Fc]p (pth-column of [Fc]). It
is obtained through the classical formula

ˆ[Uck]q :=
∑

j 6=k

φ⊤
j [Fc]p

ω2
j − ω2

k

φj ,

which gives [Uck]q up to an element of the
kernel of [Z]k, which is removed by

[Uck]q := ˆ[Uck]q −
(

φ⊤
k [M] ˆ[Uck]q

)

φk .

Then we set

Definition 3.1. The maximal dynamic vis-
ibility V

ik
max associated to ith-sub-structure

and kth-mode is given by the ratio of energy
induced by a perturbation on sensors DOFs
of the ith-sub-structure, by the total residual
energy

V
ik

max = max
x∈Rn−{0}

x⊤[A]x

x⊤[B]x
,

with [A] = ([Uck])⊤[K]i[U
ck] and

[B] = ([Uck])⊤[K][Uck].

Let us remark that the size of matrix
[A][B]−1 is the number of sensors, then can
be quickly computed. The visibility value be-
longs to the interval [0, 1] and depends on
sensors locations and on mode energy. A

value of V
ik

max close to 0 ensure that a er-
roneous parameter is undetectable in the ith-
sub-structure, and can be neglected in the
location error process. Conversely, V

ik
max

close to 1 indicates that this sub-structure
contributes significantly to the location pro-
cess, for the error of constitutive law. Nat-
urally, defining a frontier between ”visible”
and ”unvisible” sub-structures is still an open
problem, as it will appear in the following ex-
amples.

Remark 3.2. As in general matrix [A][B]−1

is singular, the so-called minimal dynamic

visibility V
ik

min := minx
x⊤[A]x
x⊤[B]x

= 0, which

explains this quantity is a priori useless.

4 Modal Updating of JA-

SON2

To illustrate our strategy of localiza-
tion/correction, we take the example of large
FEM of JASON2 (weight 525 kg and 3 me-
ters high), made of plate and shell elements
assembled by beam elements, with a total of
50392 nodes and 302352 DOFs, see Fig. 1.

PIM

Fig.1 FEM JASON2

The modal and FRF CRE methods are
implemented in AESOP software [2], which
is developed by the LMARC Besançon. But
very few numerical expenriences have been
tested on the FRF CRE method. AESOP
use SQP algorithm of Matlab to solve (4) or
(5) , and the NASTRAN DEMAP.
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EXP. NUM. Initial
Mode Freq Mode Freq Error MAC

1 25.11 1 23.77 -5.35 86.8
2 26.48 2 24.91 -5.93 80.2
3 56.20 ?5 54.51 ∼ 30
4 59.35 6 55.66 -6.21 82.8
5 61.28 7 57.08 -6.86 85.2
6 63.69 10 59.09 -7.22 95.9
7 64.43 16 69.49 7.85 77.0

Fig.2 Initial MAC : Vertically (resp. horizontally)

analytical (resp. experimental) modes are presented.

MAC coeff. =
(π(φi).uk)2

‖π(φi)‖‖uk‖

The vibration tests have been performed
by ALCATEL in low frequency and around
87 modes were measured from 5Hz to 150Hz.
In collaboration with the CNES, a new
”multi-dofs” RTMVI (Real Time Modal Vi-
bration Identification) method have been re-
cently developed by TOPMODAL (Toulouse
- France) in the software PRIMODAL [5].
Thanks to this method 29 experimental
modes have been indentified, and the MAC
have been calculated (Fig. 2).

Fig.3 Static Visibility on 164 DOFs

We only select in the sum of formula (4)
a set of modes with significant modal ef-
fective mass. We choose parameter associ-
ated to a good visibility zone of the model,

to be sure that the sensors permit to see
its erroneous. For the mode 1, the first
step localization indicate the Pshell 151000
(in NASTRAN Model) lateral panel of PIM
cube. But the updating investigation with
thickness parameter fails in spite of a 0.64
static visibility. Ploting the error location
by elements permits the identification of the
most affected CQUAD elements. We noted
the modeling error zones are very small and
close to the interfaces of all lateral panels
of PIM cube. The highest error, and vis-
ibility beams localized are properties Pbar
20000 and 18000, corresponding to the links
the PROTEUS platform to PIM cube. By
a Monte Carlo analysis we tested the sensi-
tivity of area moment of inertia and the sec-
tion of these beams. We note that mode 1
grows asymptocally as the inertia of the Pbar
20000. Finally an increase nearly ten time
the area moment of inertia, three time the
section of the Pbar 20000, and 1.8 time the
section Pbar 18000, minimizes (4), and im-
proves the correlation for the two firsts paired
modes (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). The complex
geometry of these elements confirmes your
choice (see Fig. 4).

   PBAR 20 000      

   PBAR 18 000      

Fig.4 The complex geometry of pbar 20000 and 18000

Updating 1 Updating 2

Mode Freq Error MAC Mode Freq Error MAC
1 24.88 -0.91 86.3 1 25.1 0.01 86.4
2 26.48 -1.36 79.4 2 26.12 -0.5 79.6
5? 54.63 ∼ 30 5? 54.77 ∼ 30
6 56.07 -5.53 88.8 6 56.41 -5.41 88.1
8? 57.50 ∼ 70 8? 57.73 ∼ 65
9 59.14 -7.10 95.9 9 59.19 -7.07 95.6
16 69.51 7.88 77.3 16 69.51 7.89 77.2

Fig.5 JASON2 Updating Results

The second step’s localization shows that
the error is concentrated around the AMR
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antenna (see Fig. 3). For the modes 2 to 7
the pbar 3050075 linking the AMR antenna
to PIM are indicate, nevertheless they have
low static visibility (0.2). Indeed the tick-
ness updating of these beams do not improve
the frequencies. To correct the the third
mode (global vertical torsion) and the four-
teenth mode (X-pumping) we take the thick-
ness of Pshell 3050015 (AMR wire stretcher),
it has the highest influence on the CRE, and
0.67 static visibility. A Monte Carlo run
shows that the decrease of the thickness min-
imizes the CRE. We obtained a very good
adjustment for the two firsts (Fig. 5) modes
changing the Pshell 3050015 thickness from
0.001016m to 0.0008m. However, one’s again
the error is localized in a small zone around
local stiffeners as we can see on Fig.6.

Fig.6 Localization : pshell 3050015 stiffener on AMR

We performed the same updating parame-
ters with CRE FRF method. By comparing
the FRF before and after adjustment param-
eters, we cleary see the improvement around
the firts modes of the distance with the ex-
perimental function.

Fig. 7 JASON2 FRF comparison

Example 4.1. The model updating is usu-
ally limited to a correction of modal data,
by changing the most sensitive parameters.
We illustrate on the following example the
difficulty to select a good parameter on the
large FEM of JASON2, and We simulate
an experimental model with 175 DOFs (sen-
sors). There is no explicit relation between
the extended CRE and the output errors that
can be evaluated directly on the basis of the
paired analytical and experimental eigenso-
lutions. We modify the thikness of Pshell
12000, Pshell 151000 and section of Pbar
20000. Therefore we compare the intial and
modified models, using the location process.
In order to valid the extended CRE updat-
ing process on JASON2, we have tried vari-
ous strategies to solve the (4) problem. On
Fig. 8, Pshell 12000 and 151000 have good
static visibility (0.99, both), but only 0.32
for Pbar 20000. In a first time, we have tried
to find directly (without sensitivity analysis)
the minimum of (4) with the three parame-
ters of pshell 12000, Pshell 151000, and Pbar
20000 : the SQP algorithm did not converge.
In a second time, we chosen to update only
Pshell 12000 and Pshell 151000. After 27’34
hours running, we only optained a good ad-
justment for the Pshell 151000 parameter.
We applied a Monte Carlo Latin Hypercube
sensitivity analysis to the Pshell 12000 pa-
rameter. After 22’24 hours, the third updat-
ing corrected the three parameters, see Fig.
9.

Fig.8 Static Visibility on 175 DOFs

Remark 4.2. The error estimator
Jk(u, v, w) defined in (2) grows when the
term (πu − uk)t[K]π(πu − uk) increases.
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But there exists situation where Jk(u, v, w)
decreases and distance between φk and uk

grows. To illustrate this phenomenon, we
consider the numerical updating problem de-
fined in Example 4.1. However if we choose
the thikness of the pshell 13000 to perform
the updating, the design objective function
(4) decreases while the error between the
eigendata increases !

5 Conclusion

The CRE method is costly in large
F.E. model to adjust parameters. The

localization-correction cycle have to be re-
peated until no further improment is possi-
ble, but we do not know the global minimum
of (4). Visibility function permits to select
zone with significant error energy. How to
use the visibility dynamic function to esti-
mate the quality of the updating ? How the
scalar factors in (4) influence the localization
of dominantly erroneous subdomains ? There
is not explicit relation between the extended
CRE and the eigendata, however the location
and number of sensors can damage the condi-
tion number of the (4) minimizing problem.
We are now working on this line.

Data Updating 2 Updating 3
Property Ini. Val. Modif. Val. Result 2 Monte Carlo Val. Result 3

Pshell 12000 0.0012 0.004 0.00061 0.0009 0.00121
Pshell 151000 0.0012 0.003 0.00117 blocked 0.000119
Pshell 20000 0.0001849 0.0004 blocked blocked 0.00028

CEE Ini. Cost : 0.38 CEE Cost 2 : 0.12 CEE Cost 3 : from 0.05 to 0.005
Fig. 9 Numerical updating test on JASON2 with 175 DOFs.
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